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PROJECT INTRODUCTION
When I began my teaching career at a high school dedicated to serving the needs of
students with limited and interrupted formal education (SLIFE), I found that there were little to
no 9-12 life science resources available that were appropriately scaffolded for this unique and
growing population of scholars. As a science teacher, I also know that the state will soon adopt
the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS; NRC, 2012), so new curriculum development is
also critical in this area. For this curriculum project, I decided to combine these two areas of
need to address the question: How can science educators design and implement a 9-12 Life
Science unit that aligns with Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), and is adapted to meet
the needs and promote the achievement of students with limited or interrupted formal education
(SLIFE)?
To answer this question I designed a four week unit of study on the biology of food that
would both meet NGSS, and center the strengths of SLIFE students. The four week unit of study
includes five-day weekly outlines, complete with standards addressed, essential and driving
questions, content and language objectives, content and supporting vocabulary, and ideas for
how to flex the lessons to account for surplus or deficient time for delivering the lessons.
Following the weekly outlines, I have more detailed daily lesson plans for each of the twenty
days in the unit. Mondays through Thursdays are fifty-five minute long lesson plans (a total of
sixteen lessons of this duration), and Fridays are thirty minute long lesson plans (a total of four
lessons of this duration). Each lesson plan includes a step-by-step guide for the assessments of
the day, estimated duration for each phase of the lesson, corresponding Google Slides
screenshots, and listings and/or attachments for all necessary resources and materials. A total of
thirty-seven formal formative assessments are provided (in the form of classwork, homework,
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labs, and quizzes), in addition to four summative assessments (in the form of non-traditional tests
that capitalize on students’ orality through the use of video-recorded responses). Informal
formative assessments are also delineated. The overall scope of the unit plan was designed
according to Understanding by Design (UbD; Wiggins & McTighe, 2011) to ensure that lessons
were created starting with the standards, and then working backwards. Through this system, I
also outlined an additional ten weeks of curriculum, with a sequence of standards and driving
questions to be addressed in each week.
In order to address the NGSS goal of inquiry-based science education, I employed the 5E
instructional model (Bybee 2015). For this project I spread the five “Es” between the five days of
the week: Mondays for “engaging” with the content (through intriguing and culturally relevant
phenomena and/or through investigations); Tuesdays for “exploring” (mainly through station
activities that introduce concepts without explicitly giving any answers); Wednesdays for
“explaining” (via guided notes, and demonstrations); Thursdays for “elaborating” (through
laboratories or other projects where students apply new concepts and vocabulary); and Fridays
for “evaluating” (through summative assessment). Throughout the course of the unit it was the
ongoing goal for students to come upon understanding themselves, before being guided there by
the teacher.
To ensure that I was being conscientious about best practices for SLIFE students, I used
the mutually adaptive learning paradigm (MALP®; DeCapua et al., 2020). The primary objective
of this framework is to center the familiar language(s), prior knowledge and personal experiences
of SLIFE students, while simultaneously bridging instruction with the English language, and
academic practices that are perhaps new or unfamiliar to the students. For this project, I used the
MALP® checklist as designed by DeCapua et al., 2020 to review my weekly plans. A copy of
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the checklist appears after each weekly outline in this project, in which I write a brief
justification detailing how I met that objective in the week’s lesson.
The intended audience for this curriculum is 9-12 life science classrooms that have
adopted NGSS, and that serve SLIFE students. However, as the best practices for NGSS and
SLIFE students tend to be the best practices for science students at large, I believe that this unit
could easily be adapted for most high school classrooms. Furthermore, the tenets of the
curriculum could be used as a basis for design for other science courses, such as environmental
science, chemistry, and physics. As such, this project is of considerable benefit to the profession
because it creates a new curriculum for an underserved, but rapidly growing population of
students, while also being aligned with the widely adopted, but resource-poor NGSS framework.
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Unit Overview and Calendar
Unit Story Section

Driving Question(s)

Standard(s)

Estimated Duration

Story 1: You Are
What You Eat
(Macromolecules
Focus)

Can you design the
“best” possible
school lunch
program?
What makes food
“healthy”?

NGSS: HS-LS1-6

2 weeks

Story 2:
Solar-Powered
(Photosynthesis/
Cellular Respiration
and Energy Cycle
Focus)

Why do we need to
eat?
Where does energy
come from?

NGSS: HS-LS1-5,
HS-LS1-7,
HS-LS2-3,
HS-LS2-4,
HS-LS2-5

4 weeks

Story 3: Food’s Past,
Present, and Future
(Genetics and
Evolution Focus)

Has food ever
changed in the past?
Can we change what
food is like in the
future?

NGSS: HS-LS3-1,
HS-LS3-2,
HS-LS3-3,
HS-LS4-1,
HS-LS4-2,
HS-LS4-4

4 weeks

Story 4: Hunger
(HumanEcosystem
Interactions Focus)

Is it possible for all
humans to have
enough food to
survive and be
healthy?

NGSS: HS-LS2-1,
HS-LS2-2,
HS-LS2-6,
HS-LS2-7,
HS-LS2-8,
HS-LS4-6

3 weeks

Culminating
Project: A Menu
About Me

Can you tell a story
about a meal that is
important to you and
its connections to
biology?

Review of all
previous concepts

1 week
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STANDARDS and ASSESSMENTS
NGSS standards details:
Standard

Objectives

How will it be assessed in this unit?

HS-LS1-6
Week 1&2

Construct and
revise an
explanation based
on evidence for
how carbon,
hydrogen, and
oxygen from sugar
molecules may
combine with
other elements to
form amino acids
and/or other large
carbon-based
molecules.

Formative assessments:
● Informal:
○ Link: Think-Pair-Share (Do You Eat DNA?)-Slide
23
○ Warm-Up: Agree/Disagree (Fats)(Slide 27)
○ Review: The 4 Macromolecules What I
Know/What I Want to Know (Slide 28)
○ Link: DNA Function (Slide 37)
○ Game: Gimkit (Macromolecule Functions/Foods)
○ The 4 Macromolecules Concept Map (Slide 43)
○ Warm-up: Turn and Talk (What Did I Eat
Yesterday Annotated Drawing)(Slide 49)
○ Game: Kahoot Review Macromolecule Functions
and Foods
○ Review: Macromolecule Functions and Foods
(Red Light/Green Light Game) (Slide 59)
○ Turn and Talk: Why Do Humans Cook (Slide 61)
○ Warm-Up: Macromolecules Magnified Hypotheses
(Slide 65)
○ Review: Think-Pair-Share (Function Follows
Form) (Slide 67)
○ Process/Discuss: Macromolecule Structure
Predictions
○ Warm-Up (Think-Pair-Share): Puzzle Pieces (Slide
74)
○ Game: Kahoot (Macromolecule Structure)
○ Warm-Up: Cooking Celery Structure Predictions
(Slide 85)
○ Warm-Up: (Think-Pair-Share) What Happened to
Macromolecular Structures in Your Meal
Yesterday? (Slide 91)
○ Review: Macromolecule Card Sort
● Formal:
○ Classwork:
■ Jamboard: Lunch Tray Design
■ What’s Healthy Google Forms Survey
■ Macromolecule Functions Station
Activities
■ Warm-Up: Flipgrid (What Did You Eat
Yesterday? What Were The
Macromolecules?)
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■ Warm-Up: Jamboard Venn Diagram
(Humans vs. Other Animals)
■ Humans Ways With Food (Digital Video
Cookbook)
■ Macromolecule Structures Station
Activities
○ Homework:
■ School Lunches from Around the World
Mini Interview Flipgrid
■ Extension: School Lunch Requirements
Jamboard
■ Mini Interview with Sticky Note Drawing
Summary: Acquaintance Cooking/Eating
Experience (Slide 62)
■ Can You Uncook an Egg? Jamboard
○ Guided notes:
■ Macromolecule Function and Foods
Guided Notes
■ Macromolecular Structure Guided Notes
○ Lab:
■ Macromolecular Identification Lab
○ Quiz:
■ Quiz: Macromolecule Functions and Foods
1
■ Quiz: Macromolecules Functions and
Foods 2
■ Quiz: Macromolecule Structure 1
■ Quiz: Macromolecule Structure 2 (Slide
88)
Summative assessments:
● Short Test: Flipgrid Well-Balanced Meal
● Macromolecule Structure and Function Test on Flipgrid
● Process/Discuss: Think-Pair-Share (Removing an
Organism from the Food Web) (Slide 102)
HS-LS2-4
Week 3&6

Use mathematical
representations to
support claims for
the cycling of
matter and flow of
energy among
organisms in an
ecosystem.

Formative assessments:
● Informal:
○ Review: Turn and Talk (Macromolecules and
energy) (slide 99)
○ Warm-Up: Energy Everywhere (Label the Class
with Sticky Notes)(Slide 107)
○ Review: Turn and Talk (Which Macromolecule
Structures are Shown) (Slide 108)
○ Process/Discuss: Think-Pair-Share (What’s the
10% Rule?)(Slide 110)
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○ Link (Producers) (Slide 111)
○ Warm-Up: Partner Work/Drawing (Why a
Pyramid?)(Slide 115)
○ Review: Turn and Talk (Partner Draw a Food Web)
(Slide 116)
○ Link: Think-Pair-Share (What/Who Does Your
Food Energize?)(Slide 124)
○ Game: 6 Degrees of Food Webs (Slide 125)
○ Review: A Trophic Pyramid From a Place I’ve
Lived (Slide 132)
○ Warm-Up: Think-Pair-Share (Food Webs In
Trouble) (Slide 137)
○ Review: Draw/Annotate A Trophic Pyramid Based
on Given Food Web (Slide 138)
● Formal:
○ Classwork:
■ Warm-Up: Labeling Energy Photo
Jamboard
■ Energy Photo Scavenger Hunt
■ Energy Transfer Station Activities
■ Warm-Up: James Baldwin Quote Analysis
Flipgrid
○ Homework:
■ Draw a Food Web With You in The Middle
(Slide 104)
■ Where Did Your Food Get Its Energy?
Flipgrid
■ The Other Vores Jamboard
○ Guided notes:
■ Energy Transfer Guided Notes
○ Lab:
■ Owl Pellet Lab
○ Quiz:
■ Group Quiz: Food Web and Trophic
Pyramid With Cards (Slide 126)
● Cards for Quiz
■ Quiz: Food Webs and Trophic Pyramids
Summative assessment:
● Me In the Middle Food Web/Trophic Pyramid Poster
(Slide 139)
HS-LS1-5
Week 4

Use a model to
illustrate how
photosynthesis
transforms light
energy into stored

Formative assessments:
● Informal:
○ Warm-Up: Think-Pair-Share (Why do living things
grow?) (Slide 145)
○ Review: Turn and Talk (Which elements are in
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chemical energy

living things?) (Slide 146)
○ Review: Macromolecules and Conservation of
Energy (Slide 147)
○ Process/Discuss: Turn and talk (Is human growth
different from plant growth?)(Slide 155)
○ Process/Discuss: Think-Pair-Share/Predict the
process of photosynthesis (Slide 162)
○ Review: Turn and talk (Balance photosynthesis
equation) (Slide 168)
○ Process/Discuss: Think-Pair-Share (Products of
Photosynthesis) (Slide 174)
○ Game: Trashketball Photosynthesis Review (Slide
175)
○ Review: Photosynthesis Equation/Narration from
Memory (Slide 180)
○ Warm-Up: Turn and Talk (How is your plant
inquiry lab connected to photosynthesis?) (Slide
185)
● Formal:
○ Classwork:
■ Photosynthesis Station Activities
○ Homework:
■ Mini Interview About Growing
Plants/Farming
■ Compare and Contrast Plant Life in
Minneapolis with Other Places in the
World Jamboard
○ Guided notes:
■ Photosynthesis Guided Notes
○ Lab:
■ Plant Growth Inquiry Lab
■ Photosynthesis Leaf Disc Lab
○ Quiz:
■ Quiz: Photosynthesis I
■ Quiz: Photosynthesis II
Summative assessment:
● Photosynthesis Flipgrid Short Test (New Phenomenon)
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Planned outline for subsequent weeks
Weekly
Standards

Objectives

HS-LS1-7
Week 5

Use a model to illustrate that cellular respiration is a chemical process whereby
the bonds of food molecules and oxygen molecules are broken and the bonds in
new compounds are formed resulting in a net transfer of energy.

HS-LS2-3
Week 5

Construct and revise an explanation based on evidence for the cycling of
matter and flow of energy in aerobic and anaerobic conditions.

HS-LS2-5
Week 6

Develop a model to illustrate the role of photosynthesis and cellular respiration
in the cycling of carbon among the biosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere, and
geosphere

HS-LS4-1
Week 7

Communicate scientific information that common ancestry and biological
evolution are supported by multiple lines of empirical evidence.

HS-LS4-4
Week 8

Construct an explanation based on evidence for how natural selection leads to
adaptation of populations

HS-LS4-2
Week 8

Construct an explanation based on evidence that the process of evolution
primarily results from four factors: (1) the potential for a species to increase in
number, (2) the heritable genetic variation of individuals in a species due to
mutation and sexual reproduction, (3) competition for limited resources, and
(4) the proliferation of those organisms that are better able to survive and
reproduce in the environment .

HS-LS3-1
Week 9

Ask questions to clarify relationships about the role of DNA and chromosomes
in coding the instructions for characteristic traits passed from parents to
offspring.

HS-LS3-3
Week 9

Apply concepts of statistics and probability to explain the variation and
distribution of expressed traits in a population.

HS-LS3-2
Week 10

Make and defend a claim based on evidence that inheritable genetic variations
may result from: (1) new genetic combinations through meiosis, (2) viable
errors occurring during replication, and/or (3) mutations caused by
environmental factors.

HS-LS2-1
Week 11

Use mathematical and/or computational representations to support explanations
of factors that affect carrying capacity of ecosystems at different scales

HS-LS2-8
Week 11

Evaluate evidence for the role of group behavior on individual and species’
chances to survive and reproduce.

HS-LS2-2
Week 12

Use mathematical representations to support and revise explanations based on
evidence about factors affecting biodiversity and populations in ecosystems of
10

different scales
HS-LS2-6
Week 13

Evaluate claims, evidence, and reasoning that the complex interactions in
ecosystems maintain relatively consistent numbers and types of organisms in
stable conditions, but changing conditions may result in a new ecosystem.

HS-LS2-7
Week 14

Design, evaluate, and refine a solution for reducing the impacts of human
activities on the environment and biodiversity.

HS-LS4-6
Week 14

Create or revise a simulation to test a solution to mitigate adverse impacts of
human activity on biodiversity.*
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Weekly Plans (NOTE: Full Google Slides with embedded student resources available by clicking, here). Also, if you click on any
slide screenshot in the following plans, it will take you directly to that slide within the full presentation.)

Story Section 1 (Week 1): You Are What You Eat (Macromolecules Functions/Foods Focus)
Overview: Students will consider what makes foods “the best”. Nutrition, flavor, price, sustainability, culturally based,
etc. For these first two weeks we will mostly focus on the nutrition and flavor aspects of food, particularly how
proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates contribute to these areas. The first week of the two week story section will focus on
macromolecule function and food representation, the second week will focus on molecular structure.
Standards:
● HS-LS1-6: Construct and revise an explanation based on evidence for how carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen from
sugar molecules may combine with other elements to form amino acids and/or other large carbon-based
molecules.
Driving Question(s): Can you design the “best” possible school lunch program? What makes food “healthy”?
Essential question(s): I can describe the characteristics of the different macromolecules, and explain how they affect
human health.
Duration: ~2 weeks (10 days)
Day 1: Engage

Day 2: Explore

Day 3: Explain

Day 4: Elaborate

Day 5: Evaluate/Extend

Overview: Students design and
defend the “best” school lunch, and
explore school lunches from around
the world.

Overview:
Macromolecules functions/food
representation explore
stations/notes.

Overview: Macromolecules guided
notes (mini demos)

Overview:
Macromolecules test lab

Overview: Evaluate school lunches
based on macromolecules
assessment

Objectives:
Content: I can design the “best”
school lunch possible based on prior
knowledge.
Language: I can defend and argue
for my “best” school lunch design.

Objectives:
Content: I can make predictions on
the functions and representative
foods of different macromolecules.
Language: I can write a prediction
on the functions of different
macromolecules using evidence.

Objectives:
Content: I can explain the functions
of different macromolecules, and
identify representative foods for
each macromolecule.
Language: I can explain the
functions of different
macromolecules.

Objectives:
Content: I can describe the functions
and food sources of
macromolecules.
Language: I can evaluate (and
redesign) the macromolecular
balance and overall health of a meal
using evaluative language like
“poorly-balanced” and
“well-balanced” with the support of
sentence frames and graphic
organizers.

Objectives:
Content: I can describe the functions
and food sources of
macromolecules.
Language: I can evaluate (and
redesign) the macromolecular
balance and overall health of a meal
using evaluative language like
“poorly-balanced” and
“well-balanced” with the support of
sentence frames and graphic
organizers.

Assessments
Formative: Individual/Group
Jamboard Lunch Tray
Designs/Compare and Contrast
Global School Lunches (Jamboard)
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative:Individual Responses to
Station Activities/Process and
Discuss Class Jamboard/Add
macromolecule information to
individual lunch jamboard
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative: Take a position partner
discussion/Gimkit review/Functions
and Foods Quiz 1
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative: Macromolecule Presence
Lab/Functions and Foods Quiz 2
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative: School Lunch
Requirements Jamboard Written
Post
Summative:FlipGrid response to the
question: “Is this lunch
“well-balanced” in terms of
macromolecules?

Warm-Up: Agree/Disagree
Movement Activity (School lunch)

Warm-Up: What is healthy (fact or
fiction survey…some questions

Warm-Up: Take a position
(agree/disagree video…all fats are

Warm-Up: Which macromolecules
do you predict are in foods?

Warm-Up: What did you have for
lunch yesterday? Was it
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Review: Argumentation
Central Activity: Designing the
“Best” School Lunch (Virtual lunch
trays)
Process/Discuss: What does “best”
mean? Defend each of the choices
on your tray. Present group
consensus tray.
Link: No link
Homework: Compare and contrast
school lunches from around the
world.

teacher generated, some student
generated)
Review: Health/Nutrition
Central Activity= Stations
Activities (4 minutes per station):
(1) Protein Deficiency
(2) Antibodies
(3) Enzymes
(4) Carbohydrate Deficiency
(5) Candy vs. Bread
(6) Lipids Deficiency
(7) Candles
(8/9): Nutrition Labels
Process/Discuss: Overall
predictions…what are the functions
and food representations of the
different macromolecules
Link: DNA the 4th macromolecule
Homework: What macromolecules
do you think are represented in your
lunch tray design and why? What
nutritional benefits/problems might
these cause?

bad cartoon)
Review: The Four Macromolecules
Central Activity= Guided Notes:
Macromolecule Functions and
Foods (saltine demo)
Link: What was the function of
DNA?
Game: Gimkit Review
Quiz: Functions and foods quiz 1

Review: Concept Map
Central Activity=
Lab: Macromolecule Presence lab
Quiz: Functions and foods quiz 2

“well-balanced”?
Central Activity= FlipGrid
Summative Assessment:
Is this lunch “well-balanced” in
terms of macromolecules?
Review: Kahoot
Short Test: Evaluate and redesign
(argumentation)
Extension (Homework): School
Lunch requirements

Time Flex:
Finished early: Choice board
Ran out of time:
Consider breaking the central lunch
tray activity into two days
(individual tray today/group tray as
warm-up for tomorrow).
Alternatively, move the homework
to tomorrow as one of the station
activities.

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time: Consider having
each student only do half of the
station activities, and then they share
their findings with a classmate (mini
Jigsaw). The overall prediction for
macromolecule function could also
be assigned as homework.

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time:Consider either
skipping the Gimkit review and just
doing the quiz, or use students’
Gimkit results as their quiz score.

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time: Have students work
in “research groups” to divide and
conquer the different macromolecule
tests so each student is not doing
every single test independently (also
cuts down on material needs). Also
consider assigning the quiz as
homework.

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time: Cut Kahoot review
(since the warm-up is in itself a
review).
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Week 1: Mutually Adaptive Learning Paradigm
Table 3. MALP® checklist, adapted from DeCapua et al., 2020, p.135.
A. Accept Conditions for Learning

B. Combine Processes for Learning

I am making this lesson/project
immediately relevant to my
students’ lives.

I am incorporating both shared
responsibility and individual
accountability.
Justification: Some activities are shared
Justification: Students are applying
(group lunch tray, warm-ups,
concepts directly to the meals they are
macromolecule lab in groups), but each
eating that day either at school or at home. student is required to produce formative
Students are exploring how
work to submit individually.
macromolecules have a direct impact on
their health.

I am helping students to develop
and maintain interconnectedness
with each other.
Justification: Students are required to
work together to complete their consensus
lunch trays. Think-pair-shares and
turn-and-talks are used extensively.
Students practice respectful argumentation
with guided themes.

I am scaffolding the written word
through oral interaction.
Justification: Students are encouraged to
“narrate” labeled concept maps and
images to a partner. The summative
assessment is an oral presentation via a
video recorded by Flipgrid.

C. Focus on New Activities for
Learning
I am developing academic ways of
thinking.
Justification: Students practice sorting
(nutrition labels), argumentation (the
“best” school lunch, importance of lipids,
etc.), and note-taking.

I am teaching students how to
engage in decontextualized tasks
to demonstrate mastery.
Justification: Students complete
vocabulary/concept review games and
quizzes, create concept maps, and
participate in a lab (macromolecule
identification).
I am using familiar language and
content as scaffolds.
Justification: In some cases a familiar
language translation is provided, in other
cases students provide their own
translations (such as in the guided notes).
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Week 1: Day 1
Time and
Sequencing

Activity/Activities

Materials/
Resources
/Other
needs

5-7 minutes

Warm-Up: Agree/Disagree Movement Activity (School lunch)
Teacher will project the following slides. Teacher will introduce agenda and
objectives by asking a student volunteer to help read each section of the agenda.
Teacher will verbally, and with actions demonstrate the Agree/Disagree activity
(perhaps try a practice round with a familiar agree/disagree question, such as
“Night is better than morning.” Encourage students to discuss why they went the
direction they went with partners.

Slides/roo
m to move
in
classroom

15
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1-2 minutes

Review: Argumentation
Teacher models argumentation once individually, then once with a student
volunteer. (Model argument for example= “What is the best school building
design?). Review any difficult vocabulary.

Slide,
student
volunteer

40 minutes
total

Central Activity: Teacher primes students by asking about what types of food
they typically get for school lunch, then introduces the blank lunch tray. Teacher
explains that students will get 10 minutes to design their own lunch tray on a
Jamboard. Teacher models how to add photos to Jamboard, and how to justify the
inclusion of a food in writing. Students work independently for 10 minutes on
developing their lunch trays. Then, the teacher will ask for a pause, and explain
how students will now work with a small group to come up with the consensus
“best” tray, with contributions from everybody in the group. Students will use the
argumentation procedure demonstrated earlier to defend their choices. Students
will have another 10 minutes to work on this portion of the jamboard.

Slides,
Jamboard,
10 minute
timer
Direct
Jamboard
link:
https://jam
board.goog
le.com/d/1
17

Zjufmbko
XCZQdkH
FVcG1eST
-SJWtCL4
woWsFPR
Dx1mw/ed
it?usp=sha
ring
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Direct Jamboard link:
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1ZjufmbkoXCZQdkHFVcG1eST-SJWtCL4woWs
FPRDx1mw/edit?usp=sharing
5 minutes

Homework: Teacher introduces homework. Students watch videos about school
lunches from around the world, and will fill out the form on the last Jamboard
frame about which aspects of the global lunches we should incorporate and why.
Finally, students will conduct a mini interview on a Flipgrid about lunches
common in the interviewees personal experience.

Slides,
Jamboard,
Flipgrid
Direct
Jamboard
link:
https://jam
board.goog
le.com/d/1
Zjufmbko
XCZQdkH
FVcG1eST
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-SJWtCL4
woWsFPR
Dx1mw/ed
it?usp=sha
ring
Direct
Flipgrid
link:
https://flip.
com/11389
c24

Week 1: Day 2
Time and
Sequencing

Activity/Activities

Materials/
Resources/
Other
needs

10 minutes

Warm-up/Review: Teacher will review what the word “healthy” means.
Students will then complete a survey on Google Forms and rank on a scale of
1-5 how healthy they think different foods are. Encourage students to ask each
other (particularly classmates with different cultural backgrounds from
themselves) if they are unfamiliar with some of the foods. Turn and talk about
why you think each food is that level of healthiness with a partner.

Slides,
Google
Forms
Direct link
for Google
Form
survey
here:
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https://docs
.google.co
m/forms/d/
e/1FAIpQL
Se-E3f5pT
qx8uqN8rn
6xtsZNvFc
JztibfwoG
br5fFgyfz
ATIg/viewf
orm

35 minutes
(accounting
for
explanation
and transfer
time)

Central Activity: Teacher will remind students of the station's activity
expectations and rotation order. Each station will take 4 minutes. Students will
work in small groups at each station, but every student will need to submit
their own completed station slides.

Directing
slides,
Station
activities
slides:
https://docs
.google.co
m/presenta
tion/d/1vk
QP-fvJZH
hA7jZzQK
l8TenavgE
opLprU4A
PSuGyz0I/
edit?usp=s
haring
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22

23

24

5 minutes

Process/Discuss: On the Jamboard, students will cooperatively process and
synthesize what they just learned from the stations by summarizing the
functions and example foods for each macromolecule. They will do this by
using pictures or words on a sticky note to fill in each section of the chart on
the Jamboard. After all notes are posted, the teacher will direct a see, think,
wonder, on student observations of the summary board.

Slides,
Jamboard:
https://jam
board.goog
le.com/d/1
CjzHUbw1
Kn6Ygj_d
WtcQUNo
CF8Adr6A
b-uHfXnjc
47M/edit?u
sp=sharing

2 minutes

Link: Teacher reminds students of the fourth macromolecule, DNA, which
was already studied in depth in the previous unit. Teacher directs students to
consider the following question in the form of a think-pair-share: Have you
ever eaten DNA before? What foods have you eaten that have DNA in them?

Slides
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3 minutes

Homework: Lunch tray Jamboard. Students will update their lunch tray
jamboards from yesterday with sticky notes that say which macromolecules
they think are most represented in each of their selected foods.

Slides,
Jamboard
from
previous
class:
https://jam
board.goog
le.com/d/1
Zjufmbko
XCZQdkH
FVcG1eST
-SJWtCL4
woWsFPR
Dx1mw/ed
it?usp=shar
ing

Week 1: Day 3
Time and
Sequencing

5 minutes

Activity/Activities

Warm-Up: Teacher will model the agree-disagree partner activity. Then

Materials/
Resources
/
Other
needs
Slides
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students will turn to a partner, and discuss their own agreement/disagreement
following the sentence frames.

3 minutes

Review: The 4 Macromolecules
Using the erasable pocket folder, each student will make a table of the things
they know, and the things they still want to know about macromolecules
(based on prior knowledge and/or the station activities from yesterday). Then
students will compare their answers with a table partner, noting similarities
and differences.

Slides,
erasable
pocket
folder,
dry-erase
markers,
3-minute
timer

30 minutes

Central Activity: As teacher projects notes, students will fill in their guided
note sheets. Some of the answers are given in the notes, others the teacher
and student will construct together over the course of the lecture.

Slides,
guided
note sheet:
https://doc
s.google.co
m/presenta
tion/d/1NS
d4ukUrNG
Ao6oEgPb
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SKpVL9ZYrkZ2_FR
dIH5s852o
/edit#slide
=id.p

28

29

4 minutes

Process and discuss: Students take a few minutes to process and discuss their
learnings about macromolecules at the bottom of the same note sheet.

Slides,
note sheet
(same as
above):
https://doc

30

s.google.co
m/presenta
tion/d/1NS
d4ukUrNG
Ao6oEgPb
SKpVL9ZYrkZ2_FR
dIH5s852o
/edit#slide
=id.p

2 minutes

Link: In a think-pair-share, students relate what they learned about the
Slides
nutritional functions of lipids, carbohydrates, and proteins to that of DNA (or,
possibly, lack thereof).

6 minutes

Game: Students will log-in to the Gimkit to practice the vocabulary and
concepts given in the notes.

Slides,
Gimkit:
https://ww
w.gimkit.c
om/view/6
2e3e395d7
302d00212
d3e2d
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5 minutes

Quiz: Students will individually complete the quiz on Google Forms
(students MAY use notes for this first quiz).

Slides,
Google
Form quiz:
https://doc
s.google.co
m/forms/d/
e/1FAIpQ
LSfZyh7q
XlTc6VnS
5qZL1nI1z
eACOT3t
OZ4eRAcr
4CchwHkt
Vw/viewfo
rm

Week 1: Day 4
Time and
Sequencing

Activity/Activities

10 minutes

Warm-Up: On a Flipgrid, students describe one food they like to eat, and
predict which macromolecules are in that food, and what the functions of said
macromolecules are. Then students respond to at least two of their classmates’

Materials/
Resources
/
Other
needs
Slides,
Flipgrid
link:

32

5 minutes

videos with agreement or disagreement over the macromolecules identified.

https://flip.
com/101a4
ca9

Review: The 4 Macromolecules Concept Map
In the erasable pocket folder, students will work together to construct a concept
map using the given vocabulary. Then, they will narrate the connections to
each other verbally. Teachers can model what a concept map is using an
example of “Living Things”.

Slides,
erasable
pocket
folder, dry
erase
marker

33

35 minutes

Central Activity: Macromolecular Identification Lab
Teacher will introduce the macromolecular identification lab, including safety
procedures and correct handling of reagents. Students will work through labs
in partners or small groups, but each student will be responsible for submitting
their own lab sheet.
Before students begin, teachers should review what “well-balanced” means.

Slides, Lab
sheet:
https://doc
s.google.co
m/presenta
tion/d/1wu
WNyC1T
UOtQ_EV
2ding3i6x
EMOp1a4
Yno8yBf
WwAJc/ed
it?usp=sha
ring
For lab:
Two varieties of
breakfast cereal
(the more
distinct the two
are, the better),
remove from
box so brands
are anonymous
Iodine solution
Benedict’s
solution
Biurets solution
Several brown
paper bags
A variety of
“control foods”
with clear
macromole
cules.
Pipettes or clean
drinking straws
Plastic plates to
hold foods
Adapted from

34

WLHS/Biology.
Lab:
Macromolecules
Testing.
https://www.wl
wv.k12.or.us/c
ms/lib/OR0100
1812/Centricit
y/Domain/131
8/Macrmolecul
esTestingLab.p
df

35

36

5 minutes

Quiz: Students will end class with a quiz to check-in with concept and
vocabulary understanding and retention. If necessary, this quiz can be made
“take-home”.

Slides,
Google
Forms
quiz:
https://doc
s.google.co
m/forms/d/
e/1FAIpQ
LSe_Xlfcr
oXku-ppkx
c24FdO4H
In1VHsglf
LRqMnjg
D2fG5L5g
/viewform
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Week 1: Day 5
Time and
Sequencing

5 minutes

Activity/Activities

Materials/
Resources
/
Other
needs

Warm-Up: In a turn-and-talk, students will discuss with a table partner what
they ate the previous day, the macromolecules represented in said meal, and
the functions of those macromolecules. Optional: Students can illustrate the
meal using their erasable pocket folders:

Slides,
erasable
pocket
folder, dry
erase
markers
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5 minutes

Review: Students will log in to Kahoot to review concepts before the test.
(This could be an individual or team Kahoot).

Slides,
Kahoot:
https://crea
te.kahoot.it
/details/cae
072c5-47e
b-4a93-86f
4-a4be763
00295

15 minutes

Central Activity: Short Test (Flipgrid) As a summative assessment, students
will analyze whether or not a given lunch tray is “well-balanced” or not, and
explain their answers. This will be done on a video-recorded Flipgrid.

Slides,
Flipgrid:
https://flip.
com/ca9a5
a0d

39

5 minutes

Extension (homework): Students will explore the federal lunch/breakfast
requirements, and evaluate whether they think these are good standards, and
explain why or why not. They will record their answers in a shared class
Jamboard.

Slides,
Jamboard:
https://jam
board.goo
gle.com/d/
1heBwjUr
nmcaCNZ
AZfbDRX
2WtfDrxJq
lGaQAfN
X20GcE/e
dit?usp=sh
aring
Nutrition
Standards in the
National School
Lunch and
School
Breakfast
Programs, 77
Fed. Reg. 4102
(January 26,
2012) (to be
codified at 7
C.F.R. pts. 210
and 220)
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Story Section 1 (Week 2): You Are What You Eat (Macromolecules Structures Focus)
Overview: Students will consider how and why humans cook and/or process food. This will lead into an exploration of
what cooking does to food at a molecular level. In order to resolve these questions, students will need to gain and
articulate an understanding of macromolecular structure, and how different processes might affect said structures.
Standards:
● HS-LS1-6: Construct and revise an explanation based on evidence for how carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen from
sugar molecules may combine with other elements to form amino acids and/or other large carbon-based
molecules.
Driving Question(s): How and why do humans cook and process food? How does food cooking/processing affect the
molecular structure of food’s macromolecules?
Essential question(s): What are the structures of macromolecules, and how do different processes and conditions affect
these structures?
Duration: ~2 weeks (10 days)
Day 6: Engage

Day 7: Explore

Day 8: Explain

Day 9: Elaborate

Day 10: Evaluate/Extend

Overview: Cooking/Baking
Biochemistry inquiry lab (Why do
we cook/process food?)

Overview: 3D Atomic
Model/Bonding Stations

Overview: Macromolecule structure
guided notes

Overview: Macromolecule
Engineering Structure Mini
Challenges

Overview: Macromolecule
Structures/Functions Test (Cartoon
Strip)

Objectives:
Content: I can describe how cooking
changes the shape/structure of food.
Language: I can explain how
cooking affects the molecular
structure of food using cause and
effect language such as, “the process
of _____________ causes the
____________macromolecules in
the food to ______________
because ___________” with the
help of sentence frames and graphic
organizers.

Objectives:
Content: I can make predictions
about the structure of different
macromolecules.
Language: I can explain (predict) the
structure of different
macromolecules based on evidence
using predictive language like, “we
predict the structure of
_____________ looks like
__________ because ___________”
with the support of sentence frames
and graphic organizers.

Objectives:
Content: I can describe the structure
of different macromolecules.
Language: I can describe the
structure of different
macromolecules based on evidence
using descriptive language like, “the
structure of _____________ looks
like __________ ” with the support
of sentence frames and graphic
organizers.

Objectives:
Content: I can describe the structure
of different macromolecules.
Language: I can describe the
structure of different
macromolecules based on evidence
using descriptive language like, “the
structure of _____________ looks
like __________ ” with the support
of sentence frames and graphic
organizers.

Objectives:
Content: I can describe the structure
of different macromolecules.
Language: I can describe the
structure of different
macromolecules based on evidence
using descriptive language like, “the
structure of _____________ looks
like __________ ” with the support
of sentence frames and graphic
organizers.

Assessments
Formative: Turn and talk after video
(Why do humans cook food/what
does cooking do to
macromolecules)/Mini interview
about cooking/preparing food with
drawing summary
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative: Individual responses to
station activities/group process of
structure predictions for
macromolecules/add notes on
cooking processes/macromolecules
to lunch tray Jamboard
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative: Kahoot Review
Game/Macromolecule Structure 1
Quiz
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative: Celery demo
predict/observe/explain with
concepts/vocabulary written
warm-up/Think-Pair-Share
denature/Macromolecule Structures
2
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative: Macromolecule
Structure/Function Card
Sort/Uncooking an Egg Jamboard
Prediction
Summative:Macromolecule
structure and function card sort

Warm-Up: Are humans different
from other animals? If so, how?
(Think, pair, share whiteboard Venn
diagrams)
Review: Macromolecule Functions

Warm-Up: If we “zoomed” in on
food, what would we see?
Review: Function follows form
Stations Activities (3 identical
loops; 10 minutes each station):

Warm-Up: Puzzle pieces (to get
students thinking about form and
function/a little fun)
Review: Structure and function
match-up

Warm-Up: Celery demo P.E.O.E.
Review: Macromolecular structures
(different structures support different
functions)
Engineering proteins challenge:

Warm-Up: What did you have for
lunch yesterday? Which
macromolecules were involved
(Draw and talk).
Review: Macromolecule structure
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and Structures (Green Light/Red
Light)
Central Activity: Why do humans
cook/process food? In what ways do
we cook and process food, and why?
Process/Discuss: How did the
different processes affect the food?
Link: How did the food processing
specifically affect the
macromolecules in the food?
Homework: Mini interview about
special memory about food (use a
drawing to summarize what you
learned in the interview).

1)

Macromolecule Structure
Sort
2) Atoms and Elements
3) Prefixes and Suffixes
Process/Discuss: What are the
structures of the different
macromolecules? What elements are
involved?
Link: What happens to molecules
during cooking?
Homework: Look at your lunch tray
design from last week. Are there
cooking processes involved? Which
macromolecular structures are
prominent for each food?

Guided Notes: Macromolecular
structure/bonding rules
Link: (Previous unit) explain the
structure of DNA using new
terminology
Game: Kahoot review
Quiz: Macromolecule structure quiz
1

Structural proteins
Quiz: Macromolecule Quiz 2

and function (Connectors)
Short Test: Macromolecule
Structure (+Function Review)
Flipgrid Analysis of “Special
Memory” Meal from Monday
Extension (Homework):
Uncooking an Egg

Time Flex:
Finished early: Choice board
Ran out of time: Consider moving
one or two of the segments from the
central activity to tomorrow’s station
activity.

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time: Consider moving
the homework to tomorrow’s
warm-up.

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time: Consider either
cutting the Kahoot Review, or using
Kahoot results as students’ quiz
score

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time:Assign quiz as a
take-home quiz for homework.
Alternatively, use videos for the
celery warm-up so you don’t have to
wait for the microwave.

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time: Cut review (since
warm-up also functions as a review).

Vocabulary
Content vocabulary Content vocabulary: macromolecules, atoms, elements, carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, amino acids,
carbohydrates, sugar, proteins, nucleic acids, rearrange, growth, maintenance, chemical reactions, reactants, products, energy,
structure, form, function, cell processes, storage, genetic material
General vocabulary: food, cooking, processing, meal, lunch, tray, strong, weak, structure, shape, form, function, job, role, best,
consensus, argue
Discourse
I can describe the structure and function of the various macromolecules present in a food that connects to life, and I can
explain what happens to the structure of said macromolecules when the food is cooked and/or processed in the form of a video via
Flipgrid.
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Week 2: Mutually Adaptive Learning Paradigm
Table 3. MALP® checklist, adapted from DeCapua et al., 2020, p.135.
A. Accept Conditions for Learning
I am making this lesson/project
immediately relevant to my
students’ lives.
Justification: Students connect the
familiar, daily, experience of
cooking/processing food (or, at least,
eating food that has been
cooked/processed) to the structure of
macromolecules.

I am helping students to develop
and maintain interconnectedness
with each other.
Justification: Students conduct mini
interviews about cooking with a person
close to them outside the classroom
(community/family interconnectedness),
and then share those interviews with each
other in interactive Flipgrids (classmate
connectedness).

B. Combine Processes for Learning
I am incorporating both shared
responsibility and individual
accountability.
Justification: Students review their own
predictions on macromolecular structure
following the station's activities by
sharing with classmates. During the
engineering challenge, students tend to
naturally learn from each other’s designs
(e.g. what works, what doesn’t), but
ultimately they are competing against
each other.

I am scaffolding the written word
through oral interaction.
Justification: During warm-up and review
activities, students are required to use unit
vocabulary in writing, and then explain
what they have written orally.

C. Focus on New Activities for
Learning
I am developing academic ways of
thinking.
Justification: Students tackle an
engineering problem, and also work on
writing predictions, observations, and
explanations.

I am teaching students how to
engage in decontextualized tasks
to demonstrate mastery.
Justification: Students examine and
interpret graphs before they have the
necessary context, and also demonstrate
vocabulary mastery through
decontextualized quizzes.

I am using familiar language and
content as scaffolds.
Justification: Students are encouraged to
use a familiar language/language of
choice for some activities (e.g. in their
mini interviews).
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Week 2: Day 1
Time and
Sequencing
5 minutes

Activity/Activities

Warm-Up: On a shared class Jamboard, students will explore in a Venn
Diagram the differences and similarities they see between humans and
other animals. Once students have posted their responses on the projected
Venn Diagram. They will discuss their observations of what was posted in
the Venn diagram in a “Think-Pair-Share” format.

Materials/
Resources/
Other needs
Slides,
Jamboard:
https://jamb
oard.google.
com/d/15E7f
K8MUZlvot
5p5FqP6UC
OC8UYQj7
Kgtf0j83ohd
1I/edit?usp=
sharing

45

5 minutes

Review: Macromolecules Functions and Foods (Red Light/Green Light)
The teacher will explain how to play a variation of the game “Red
Light/Green Light” to review concepts from last week.
The teacher reads a list of statements.
If the statement is true you can keep walking forward.
If the statement is false, you must stop immediately, or you’re out!
The first person to cross the room wins!
Example statements:
Statements for games (read only, don’t project): Carbohydrates are also
known as sugars (go). The main function of proteins is insulation (stop).
Sodas are high in protein. (stop). Eating too many carbohydrates could
cause obesity (go). A function of proteins is protection and defense against
viruses and bacteria (go). Lipids are also known as fats (go). One type of
lipid is a starch (stop). Lipids help store energy (go). Carbohydrates are the
main source of energy (go).

Slides,
statements,
space to
move around
in classroom

30 minutes

Central activity: Human ways with food (Digital Video Cookbook)
Students will respond to a variety of questions about how and why humans
cook/process food in the form of group video responses pasted into a

Slides,
Videorecordi
ng

46

shared document. Teacher will model how to respond to questions, and
how to attach a video to the document.

capability,
Digital
Cookbook
document:
https://docs.
google.com/
presentation/
d/1Yphgv-g
CfUUDIWzr
2h-MtefcS6i
JVpI3tykrCe
itvK0/edit?u
sp=sharing

47

48

6 minutes

9 minutes

Process and Discuss/Link: Students will watch the “Why do we cook?”
video from PBS, and then turn and talk about their final answers to the
question “Why do we cook?” and “What do you think cooking does to the
macromolecules in the food?”

Slides

Homework: Students will conduct a mini interview with a person in their
life about a special memory that person has surrounding food (either
cooking or eating food). The student will summarize what they learned
from their person in a detailed drawing on a sticky note.

Slides,
sticky notes,
writing/
drawing

Why humans
cook video:
https://www.y
outube.com/w
atch?v=Wpfw
u__PF7Y
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materials

Week 2: Day 2
Time and
Sequencing

5 minutes

Activity/Activities

Warm-Up: Students will hypothesize what food would look like under
different levels of magnification by drawing their predictions on the erasable
pocket folder. Students may choose any food they want!

Materials/
Resources/
Other
needs
Slides,
erasable
pocket
folder, dry
erase
marker

50

3 minutes

Review: In a think-pair-share format, students will share which
macromolecular structure they believe is matched to the function.

Slides

51

35 minutes
(for
explanation
and
activities)

Central activity: Stations Activity
The teacher will review the expectations for station activities, and direct the
direction of rotation. Students will move in groups, but must fill out their
answers in their response slides individually. Each station should be allowed
approximately 10 minutes.

Slides,
station
response
slides:
https://docs.
google.com
/presentatio
n/d/1szWtP
4AJ7YBRs
daGi-E7mH
5XxEsnFg6
9mHzGrkv
NFXY/edit
?usp=sharin
g
Embedded
Jamboard
for station
1:
https://jamb
oard.google
.com/d/1mf
czh33Ihbw
3T_7d3pcF
kDslua41k4
nbXqf7Ue
VRpz0/vie
wer
Embedded
worksheet:
for station 3
https://docs.
google.com
/presentatio
n/d/1QbAf
Q5rRAtZU
4Hg4gyme
ULhQH2Ij
Cgy7D49V
NXxlXEY/
edit#slide=i

52

d.p
Pipe
cleaners,
pony beads
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7 minutes

Process/Discuss: Students will fill out the erasable pocket folder insert with a
partner about their synthesis of information on the macromolecular structures
from the stations.

Slides,
erasable
pocket
folder
insert:
https://docs.
google.com
/presentatio
n/d/1tpjB-h
n3Ny4-sqN
QOxG-Izo0
hj2LchU7e
_5Tazk-7-o/
edit?usp=sh
aring

54

5 minutes

Homework: Students return to the lunch tray jamboards they constructed the
previous week. They add images of the macromolecular structures they
believe are represented by each food.

Slides,
previous
lunch tray
Jamboard:
https://jamb
oard.google
.com/d/1Zju
fmbkoXCZ
QdkHFVcG
1eST-SJWt
CL4woWsF
PRDx1mw/
viewer?f=0

Week 2: Day 3
Time and
Sequencing
5 minutes

Activity/Activities

Materials/
Resources/
Other needs

Warm-Up: Students will put together their mini puzzles. Then, in a
think-pair-share format students will discuss the questions related to building
their puzzles.

Slides,
baggies of
mini puzzles
(these could
be
purchased,
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or made by
the teacher
by cutting
out photos
into puzzle
piece
shapes).

3 minutes

Review: Structure and Function Match Up- As a full class, students will
match the enzyme to the substrate (demonstrating how form and function are
connected with macromolecules).

Slides

30 minutes

Central activity: Guided notes
As teacher projects notes, students will fill in their guided note sheets. Some
of the answers are given in the notes, others the teacher and student will
construct together over the course of the lecture.

Slides,
guided notes
template:
https://docs.
google.com/
presentation/
d/1yVOSDH
1ZztDzaRxl
3xHgacCuoS7tP3S5rHK
OUw7vOk/e
dit#slide=id.
p

56

Saltines,
napkins (for
demo)

57

58
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9 minutes

Game: Students will review what they learned during notetaking with a
Kahoot.

Slides,
Kahoot:
https://create
.kahoot.it/sh
are/u2-w2-d
8-macromol
ecule-structu
re/54410a68
-e750-48ad978a-1f6a8a
c2adbf

8 minutes

Quiz: Students will take a quiz on macromolecular structures. Notes are
permitted for this quiz.

Slides,
Google
Forms quiz:
https://docs.
google.com/f
orms/d/e/1F
AIpQLSflQ
CEhA0RXK
MZeHa0uS
RK315IS-7lt
2G-A4LNW
Q8KQgM_E
8g/viewform
?usp=sf_link
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Week 2: Day 4
Time and
Sequencing

Activity/Activities

Materials/
Resources/
Other
needs

61

15 minutes

Warm-up: In a Predict-Explain-Observe-Explain format (review this process
with students before starting), students will predict what will happen to celery
when it is microwaved, observe what happens, and explain what happens on a
macromolecular level. (Each stage can be written, illustrated, or both). Notes
will be recorded in the erasable pocket folder.

Slides,
erasable
pocket
folder,
dry-erase
marker,
celery,
microwave,
microwave
safe plate,
oven mitts.

30 minutes

Central Activity: Protein structure model engineering
Teacher will explain the meaning of denaturation. In a think-pair-share
students will consider whether or not a protein can still do its job if it is
denatured. Then students will partake in an engineering challenge that will
illustrate how the form of macromolecule is essential to its function. Each
student will get one piece of plain computer paper. From this piece of paper
they will need to create a bridge that can support weight. Students can learn
from each other’s designs, but ultimately they must engineer their own bridge.
The bridge that supports the most weight wins.

Slides, plain
pieces of
computer
paper, equal
stacks of
books to
build the
bridge
across,
weights to
place on top
62

of the
bridges

10 minutes

Quiz: Macromolecule Structures 2
On a blank piece of paper, students construct a concept map with the given
vocabulary. No notes allowed for this concept map quiz.

Slides,
blank pieces
of paper,
writing
utensils
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Week 2: Day 5
Time and
Sequencing

Activity/Activities

Materials/
Resources
/
Other
needs

5 minutes

Warm-Up: In a think-pair-share, students will discuss what they ate for lunch
the previous day, and which macromolecules were involved.
Optional: Use the erasable pocket folder to draw the basic macromolecular
structures.

Slides,
erasable
pocket
folder, dry
erase
markers

5 minutes

Review: Card sort
In groups of 2-3 students will sort the macromolecule cards into three piles,
and then verbally defend their organization to another group.

Slides,
baggies of
pre-cut
card sort

64

macromole
cule cards:
https://doc
s.google.c
om/present
ation/d/1o
6f_kvd5mI
C9P6GBti
Jy9Ukyfrr
XwCPLgq
11nPyG44
w/edit?usp
=sharing

15 minutes

Central Activity: Macromolecule Structure and Function Test (Flipgrid)
In Flipgrid, students will return to the sticky note summaries of the interview
they conducted on the first day of this week. They will now analyze the
macromolecules represented by the meal, and how the structures are affected
by the cooking process.

Slides,
Flipgrid:
https://flip.
com/e1a66
1da
sticky note
interview
summaries
from
earlier in
the week

5 minutes

Homework (extension): Students will hypothesize whether or not it is possible
to “uncook an egg”, and post their hypothesis on a shared class Jamboard.

Slides,
Jamboard:
https://jam
board.goo
gle.com/d/
15b-Cz31
GF81bKB
MCbVfi0
QFFsLgIJ
q0aCkHQ
0s-otms/ed
it?usp=sha

65

ring
Uncooking
an egg
video:
https://ww
w.youtube.
com/watch
?v=AYIZ8
FFW4oY
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Story Section 2 (Week 3): Solar-Powered (Food Web/Trophic Pyramid Focus)
Overview: Students will consider how they, and other living things in local environments, get energy. Students will
explore how to model these complex connections and energy transfers in the environment using food webs and trophic
pyramids. Finally, students will investigate the fragility of these systems, and predict how changes in population of
one species can affect themselves.
Standards:
● HS-LS2-4: Use mathematical representations to support claims for the cycling of matter and flow of energy
among organisms in an ecosystem.
Driving Question(s): Why do we need to eat? Where does energy come from?
Essential question(s): How do you model the energetic connections between organisms? How does a change in the
population of an organism affect another?
Duration: ~4 weeks (20 days)
Week 3
Day 1: Engage

Day 2: Explore

Day 3: Explain

Day 4: Elaborate

Day 5: Evaluate/Extend

Overview: Where does our energy
come from? (Outside scavenger
hunt)

Overview: Food webs and trophic
pyramids stations

Overview: Food webs and trophic
pyramids guided notes

Overview: Owl pellets investigation

Overview: Food web and trophic
pyramids test

Objectives:
Content: I can predict how energy is
transferred between organisms in an
environment.
Language: I can predict how energy
is transferred between organisms in
an environment using sequential
language forms such as “first energy
comes from _____________, then it
is transferred to ____________,
after which…” with the support of
sentence frames and graphic
organizers.

Objectives:
Content: I can describe how energy
is transferred between organisms in
an environment.
Language: I can describe how
energy is transferred between
organisms in an environment using
sequential language forms such as
“first energy comes from
_____________, then it is
transferred to ____________, after
which…” with the support of
sentence frames and graphic
organizers.

Objectives:
Content: I can describe how energy
is transferred between organisms in
an environment.
Language: I can describe how
energy is transferred between
organisms in an environment using
sequential language forms such as
“first energy comes from
_____________, then it is
transferred to ____________, after
which…” with the support of
sentence frames and graphic
organizers.

Objectives:
Content: I can describe how energy
is transferred between organisms in
an environment.
Language: I can describe how
energy is transferred between
organisms in an environment using
sequential language forms such as
“first energy comes from
_____________, then it is
transferred to ____________, after
which…” with the support of
sentence frames and graphic
organizers.

Objectives:
Content: I can describe how energy
is transferred between organisms in
an environment.
Language: I can describe how
energy is transferred between
organisms in an environment using
sequential language forms such as
“first energy comes from
_____________, then it is
transferred to ____________, after
which…” with the support of
sentence frames and graphic
organizers.

Assessments
Formative: Think-Pair-Share: What
happens when one organism
disappears from the food
web?/Jamboard individual response:
“Do all living things need to eat to
get energy?”./Draw a food web with
you in the middle, homework.
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative: Individual responses to
station activities/Think-pair-share
(10% rule/energy vs. matter)/Where
your food got its energy Flipgrid
individual response.
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative: Turn and talk/whiteboard
draw trophic pyramid/6 degrees of
food webs game/Group Quiz with
organism cards with food webs and
trophic pyramids
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative: Owl Pellet Lab
Responses/Individual Food Webs
and Trophic Pyramids Quiz
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative: Trophic pyramid
whiteboard review with
partner/Individual Jamboard
response “the other vores”
Summative: Me in the Middle Food
Web/Trophic Pyramid Poster

Warm-Up: Where does our energy
come from? (Picture caption and
pair/share)
Review: Which macromolecules
help give us energy?

Warm-Up: Humans get energy
from food. Look around the
classroom, with a sticky note label
the source of energy of things in the
classroom (write or draw).

Warm-Up: Which shape best
models the 10% rule (pick shape and
explain).
Review: Food webs
Guided Notes: Food webs and

Warm-Up: Analyze/take a position
on a quote: “If I’m starving, you’re
in danger.” -James Baldwin
Review: Food webs and trophic
pyramids (What did you have for

Warm-Up: Current events food
webs in trouble (identify the
problem trophic level, cause/effect,
pair/share)
Review: Food webs and trophic
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Central Activity: Energy sources
(Outside scavenger hunt); Group
local ecosystem food web building
Process/Discuss: If one of the
organisms in our web “disappears”
does it affect you? Why or why not?
Link: Do all living things eat?
Homework: At lunch, or at home,
build a food web of something you
eat (at least 6 connections).

Review: Macromolecules structures
Stations Activities (5 minutes
each):
(1) Calories/Joules
(2) Conservation of Energy
(Newton’s Cradle)
(3) Trophic Pyramid/10%
rule
(4) Herbivore/Carnivore/Om
nivore
Process/Discuss: What is the 10%
rule? Where does the energy that’s
not transferred upwards go?
Link: If plants don’t “eat” proteins,
carbohydrates, or lipids, how do
those things get inside the plant?
Homework: What/where your food
got its energy Flipgrid

trophic pyramids
Link: When you eat food, are you
only feeding yourself
(microorganism prep). (Energy
transfer water demo)
Game: 6 degrees of food webs (like
6 degrees of Kevin Bacon, but with
organisms on different parts of a
food web)
Quiz: Food webs and trophic
pyramids quiz 1

lunch/dinner yesterday…connect to
the food web).
Lab: Owl pellet investigation
Quiz: Food webs and trophic
pyramids quiz 2

pyramids (Kahoot)
Short Test: Put myself in the middle
of a food web/trophic pyramid with
labels (identify how your food
supply might be damaged). (Draw
and record on flipgrid)
Extension: The other “vores”
(curious eaters)

Time Flex:
Finished early: Choice board
Ran out of time: Consider halving
the time outside (e.g. make it a
competition to see who can spot the
most distinct species in 10 minutes).
Alternatively, save the process and
discuss conversation on a species
disappearing from the food web for
later in the week.

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time: Have students only
do two of the four station activities,
and then share their results with a
partner (mini jigsaw). Alternatively,
cut the link.

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time: Cut “6 degrees”
review game.

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time: Demo the first half
of the pellet dissection as a whole
class (everybody has the same
results), and then students complete
the second half of dissection
separately in small groups. Also,
assign a quiz as a take-home quiz for
homework.

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time: Cut Kahoot review.
Consider assigning the short test
food web/trophic pyramid poster as
a take home project over the
weekend (due the following
Monday).

Vocabulary
Content vocabulary: cycle, cycling, energy, matter, flow, energy, organisms, ecosystem, biomass, transfer, stored, trophic level,
conserve, carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, food web, food chain, autotroph, producer, heterotroph, consumer,
efficiency/inefficiency, growth, maintenance, repair
General vocabulary: connection, link, give, get, eat, absorb, break down, decompose, upwards, downwards, level, pyramid,
web
Discourse
I can construct and label the conceptual and mathematical models of food webs and trophic pyramids on a poster.
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Week 3: Mutually Adaptive Learning Paradigm
Table 3. MALP® checklist, adapted from DeCapua et al., 2020, p.135.
D. Accept Conditions for Learning
I am making this lesson/project
immediately relevant to my
students’ lives.
Justification: Students explore the
energetic connections present in the
immediate environment of the school, and
how it is connected to themselves.

I am helping students to develop
and maintain interconnectedness
with each other.
Justification: Students build a food web
collaboratively using the individual photos
they collected from the outside photo
scavenger hunt.

E. Combine Processes for Learning
I am incorporating both shared
responsibility and individual
accountability.
Justification: Students work
collaboratively for the group quiz on
Wednesday of this week, but each must
contribute their own organism cards to the
group food web.

I am scaffolding the written word
through oral interaction.
Justification: Students analyze written
quotes and current events videos verbally
in think-pair-shares, and turn-and-talks.

F. Focus on New Activities for
Learning
I am developing academic ways of
thinking.
Justification: Students work on designing
mathematical models for energy transfer
(as well as the broader concept of
percentages).
I am teaching students how to
engage in decontextualized tasks
to demonstrate mastery.
Justification: Students explore the concept
of energy (which is in itself, an abstract
concept that is difficult to see directly)
through more tangible results of energy
transfer.
I am using familiar language and
content as scaffolds.
Justification: Students are guided through
prefixes and suffixes of familiar words
that can help them understand the
meaning of unfamiliar words using the
same roots. Translations and cognate use
are also encouraged.
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Week 3: Day 1
Time and
Sequencing

Activity/Activities

Materials/
Resources/
Other
needs

5 minutes

Warm-Up: First, the class will discuss the meaning of “energy” (with
translations). Then, students will look at a Jamboad slide that features a group
of people outside during sunset in the forest. Each student will label where they
think people are getting their energy from in the photo.

Slides,
Jamboard:
https://jam
board.goog
le.com/d/1
WF5uEoW
CtDxnlxDb
I0ENJ0qB
DGiALnF
HEJRYuoK
ezI8/edit?u
sp=sharing

3 minutes

Review: In a turn and talk, students will identify which macromolecules are
shown in the image, and recount the functions of those macromolecules
(particularly if and how they are related to energy). They will also share if they
ate any of those macromolecules recently.

Slides
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35 minutes

Central activity: Energy Photo Scavenger Hunt
The class will go outside for approximately a 25 minute walk around the
school’s neighborhood. Students will use their devices to take photos of as
many different living organisms as they can spot (prizes to whichever students
gets the most different species). Upon return to class, students will upload their
photos into a shared class Jamboard, and will have to work together to draw
connections between the different organisms (who is getting their energy from
who).

Slides,
Jamboard:
https://jam
board.goog
le.com/d/1
WF5uEoW
CtDxnlxDb
I0ENJ0qB
DGiALnF
HEJRYuoK
ezI8/edit?u
sp=sharing
Devices
that are
easy to
transport
and have
photo-takin
g
capabilities
Walkable
neighborho
od with
some
living
organisms
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3 minutes

Process/Discuss: Think-Pair-Share
Students will consider in partners whether or not the removal of one species
from the food web will have an affect on any of the other species. In particular,
what effect might it have on humans?

Slides

3 minutes

Link: On the last slide of the class Jamboard from earlier, students will post on
a sticky note whether or not they think all students need to eat to get energy
(answer may be written or posted as an image).

Slide, same
Jamboard
as class
food web:
https://jam
board.goog
le.com/d/1
WF5uEoW
CtDxnlxDb
I0ENJ0qB
DGiALnF
HEJRYuoK
ezI8/edit?u
72

sp=sharing

6 minutes

Homework: On a blank piece of paper, students will draw a food web of things
they commonly eat, with them in the middle of the web. The food web should
include at least 6 organisms (including themselves).

Slides,
blank
paper,
drawing/wr
iting
utensils

Week 3: Day 2
Time and
Sequencing

5 minutes

Activity/Activities

Warm-Up: Energy everywhere
Each student will get a sticky note. They will place their sticky note on one
object in the classroom (living or nonliving) and write and/or draw on the
worksheet where that object gets its energy from. Each student should use a

Materials/
Resources/
Other
needs
Slides,
sticky
notes,
writing
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3 minutes

different object.

utensils,
objects
around the
classroom
(just use
what’s
already in
the
classroom,
or add
more if
desired)

Review: Turn and talk
Tell your neighbor which macromolecules are shown in the image, and explain
why you think they give us energy.

Slides

74

35 minutes Central activity: Teacher will review expectations for stations, and show the
(explanation direction of rotation. There will be approximately 8 minutes per station.
/
rotation)

Slides,
station
activity
slides:
https://docs
.google.co
m/presentat
ion/d/1cy9
ngJvWDbq
9SGjZLD
MLrsB6yA
DOCJkkJ6
gJDEdbYN
M/edit?usp
=sharing
Embedded
Jamboard
for station
1:
https://jam
board.goog
le.com/d/1
QJ1w0rkH
Bmmfm0U
scFhBYIn9
cruh8e45N
RgIMcj_T
OQ/edit?us
p=sharing
Newton’s
cradle for
station 2
Embedded
Jamboard
for Station
3:
https://jam
board.goog
le.com/d/1j
sbK3EZ8s4
Rn-kHZm
Hy5P-f52ocGw6HU
hG7fOqbj0
8/edit?usp=
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sharing
Poster
paper and
writing
utensils for
Station 4

3 minutes

Process/Discuss: In a think-pair-share: What does the 10% rule mean, and does Slides
it violate conservation of energy?
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4 minutes

Link: Another Think-pair-share: If plants don’t eat, where do they get their
energy from?

Slides

5 minutes

Homework: In a Flipgrid, analyze in detail where your food gets its energy
from. Then respond to at least 2 classmates in video form.

Slides,
Flipgrid:
https://flip.
com/52707
83d
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Week 3: Day 3
Time and
Sequencing

5 minutes

Activity/Activities

Warm-up: With a partner, students will use the erasable pocket folder to
explain/model why a pyramid was the shape used to express trophic levels.
(Draw and explain drawing).

Materials/
Resources
/
Other
needs
Slides,
erasable
pocket
folder, dry
erase
marker
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5 minutes

Review: Students will draw a food web based on the given trophic pyramid in
partners using their erasable pocket folder.

Slides,
erasable
pocket
folder, dry
erase
marker

30 minutes

Central activity: Guided notes
As teacher projects notes, students will fill in their guided note sheets. Some of
the answers are given in the notes, others the teacher and student will construct
together over the course of the lecture.

Slides,
guided
notes
template:
https://doc
s.google.c
om/present
ation/d/10
LuEfwkUf
gbyLuBAv
Zfz0Adn6
2Vy-vtqB8
GjBYRHF
6s/edit#sli
de=id.p
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80

81

2 minutes

Link (microbiology preview): Think-pair-share
When you eat food, who gets energy (who gets energy from the food you put in
your body?).

Slides

3 minutes

Game: 6 degrees of food webs
Two teams of students compete to see which team can realistically connect two
organisms with a food web in the fewest number of steps.

Slides, two
teams

82

10 minutes

Group quiz: Each student will get 1-2 organism cards. They will need to
individually fill out information about the organism in that card (producer,
consumer, herbivore, carnivore, omnivore, etc.). Then, all the students will
work together to make a realistic food web and trophic pyramid from all the
cards.

Slides,
organism
cards:https
://docs.goo
gle.com/do
cument/d/1
8BqA9RA
g2L81qsq
QfOvWuZ
6LMdagS
R5yP2z1B
UUhemU/
edit?usp=s
haring ,
space to
make food
web and
trophic
pyramid,
yarn or
string to
show
connection
s

Week 3: Day 4
Time and
Sequencing

10 minutes

Activity/Activities

Materials/
Resources
/
Other
needs

Warm-up: On a Flipgrid, students will respond to the James Baldwin quote, “If
I’m starving, you’re in danger”. They will say what the quote means to them,
and how it might be applied literally to food webs. Then they will respond to at
least two classmates about what interests them in their analysis.

Slides,
Flipgrid:
https://flip.
com/45cb9
8a4
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5 minutes

Review: Using the erasable pocket folder, students draw a trophic pyramid
based on organisms that live in an environment/area that you identify with (e.g.
home country). Share with a partner.

Slides,
erasable
pocket
folder, dry
erase
marker

84
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35 minutes

Central activity: Students will work through the owl pellet lab. Teacher will
first demo each part of the lab (including how to fill out the lab sheet), and then
students will repeat with their group’s pellet (one pellet per group of four
students). Teacher will review safety procedures, and correct dissection tool
handling procedures, and handwashing.

Slides,
large owl
pellets
(one per
group of
four),
dissection
tools,
dissection
board or
cardboard
pieces,
scale, lab
sheet,:
https://doc
s.google.co
m/presenta
tion/d/1UO
S5MSigc2t
E1NTWv
MNZZe5O
joAojsSN
Yt9BUD_J
GGw/edit?
usp=sharin
g
Adapted
from:
Adapted
from:
Sciences,
L. and
Sciences,
C. (2022).
Owl Pellet
Dissection.
[online]
California
Academy
of
Sciences.
https://ww
w.calacade
my.org/edu
cators/less
on-plans/o
wl-pellet-d

86

issection
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Quiz: Food Webs and Trophic Pyramids Quiz
Quiz is linked through Google Forms. Students should not use notes for this
quiz.
5 minutes

Slides,
Google
Forms
Quiz:
https://doc
s.google.co
m/forms/d/
e/1FAIpQ
LSfK_pxC
dDUx2vC
3_zlZ5o7q
v46gxypK
vmSgnEju
VeyCF-0B
GQ/viewfo
rm?usp=sf
88

_link

Week 3: Day 5
Time and
Sequencing

Activity/Activities

Materials/
Resources
/
Other
needs

5 minutes

Warm-up: Students watch the video about coral reefs. Then, in a
think-pair-share, they discuss whether or not the survival of coral reefs could
have an energetic impact on us as humans.

Slides

5 minutes

Review: On the erasable whiteboard pocket, draw/annotate a trophic pyramid
based on the food web shown in the image on the slide. Share with a partner,

Slides,
erasable

89

using unit vocabulary to describe your pyramid.

pocket
folder, dry
erase
marker.

15 minutes

Central activity:
Students will draw and annotate a food web and a related trophic pyramid
based on themselves, and the food they eat (or food they ate in the past in other
places they lived) on a poster board. The rubric is given on the slide below.

Slides,
poster
board,
writing/dra
wing
utensils

5 minutes

Extension (Homework):
Students will do online research to find other classifications of eaters ending in
the suffix “vore”. They will post their findings on a shared class Jamboard.

Slides,
Jamboard:
https://jam
board.goog
le.com/d/1
yKl1q79A
mK9Skbx3
VqzcFLz8
dyCMrZru
FtpCA6Kt
zQU/edit?
usp=sharin

90

g
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Story Section 2 (Week 4): Solar-Powered (Photosynthesis Focus)
Overview: Students will consider how plant growth happens on a deeper level, and will explore their hypotheses with
an inquiry lab on plant growth. This will lead to an investigation of photosynthesis, and how it is the first part of the
process for plants making energy from sunlight (the second part, cellular respiration, will be explored deeper in Week
4).
Standards:
● HS-LS1-5: Use a model to illustrate how photosynthesis transforms light energy into stored chemical energy
Driving Question(s):Why do we need to eat? Where does energy come from?
Duration: ~4 weeks (20 days)
Day 6: Engage

Day 7: Explore

Day 8: Explain

Day 9: Elaborate

Day 10: Evaluate/Extend

Overview: Students brainstorm how
it’s possible that they (and other
organisms) are able to physically
grow. (Students set-up a long-term
seed growing experiment with an
aquaponics system).

Overview: Photosynthesis stations

Overview: Photosynthesis guided
notes

Overview: Floating leaf discs lab

Overview: Photosynthesis
(phototropism) Short Test on
Flipgrid

Objectives:
Content: I can make predictions
about why and how living things
grow.
Language:I can predict why and how
living things grow using hypothesis
driven language such as, “I predict
that changing ___________ will
(increase/decrease) growth because
___________” with the support of
sentence frames and graphic
organizers.

Objectives:
Content: I can make predictions
about why and how living things
grow.
Language:I can predict why and how
living things grow using hypothesis
driven language such as, “I predict
that changing ___________ will
(increase/decrease) growth because
___________” with the support of
sentence frames and graphic
organizers.

Objectives:
Content: I can describe the process
of photosynthesis, including
products, reactants, and cell parts.
Language: I can describe the process
of photosynthesis using cause and
effect language such as, “when
____________ and __________ go
into the plant, they produce
____________ and ____________.”

Objectives:
Content: I can describe the process
of photosynthesis, including
products, reactants, and cell parts.
Language: I can describe the
process of photosynthesis using
cause and effect language such as,
“when ____________ and
__________ go into the plant, they
produce ____________ and
____________.”

Objectives:
Content: I can describe the process
of photosynthesis, including
products, reactants, and cell parts.
Language: I can describe the process
of photosynthesis using cause and
effect language such as, “when
____________ and __________ go
into the plant, they produce
____________ and ____________.”

Assessments
Formative: Plant Growth Inquiry
Lab Set-Up/Mini Interview with
Acquaintance about Growing Plants
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative: Individual responses to
station activities/Think-Pair-Share
Photosynthesis Prediction on
Whiteboard/Individual Jamboard
response (compare and contrast
Minneapolis plant life with plant life
somewhere else)
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative: Think-Pair-Share partner
whiteboard photosynthesis
process/Trashketball review
game/Photosynthesis Quiz 1
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative: Turn-and-talk warm-up:
How was photosynthesis involved/
Floating Leaf Disc
Lab/Photosynthesis Quiz 2
Summative: None

Assessments
Formative: Think-Pair-Share
photosynthesis on whiteboard
Summative: Photosynthesis
(Phototropism) Flipgrid Assessment

Warm-Up: Seed to tree and baby to
adult…generate hypotheses on how
growth works (model drawings)
Review:
Macromolecules/Conservation of
Energy and Matter
Central Activity: What affects the

Warm-Up: Share out from last
night's homework (what have you, or
people you know, grown?) Small
groups + Jamboard
Review:Calories and Joules
Stations Activities (10 minutes
each):

Warm-Up: Why is plant life
different in different places in the
world?
Review: Macromolecules/Trophic
Levels
Guided Notes: Photosynthesis
Link: What happens to the products

Warm-Up: What did you have for
lunch/dinner yesterday? Was
photosynthesis important for your
meal?
Review: Photosynthesis
Lab: (+ leaf disc demo)
Quiz: Photosynthesis Quiz 2

Warm-Up: Growing Experiment
check-in
Review:
Macromolecules/Energy/Photosynth
esis (Gymkit)
Short Test: Finish photosynthesis
flipgrid assessment
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growth of plants inquiry lab
explanation and set-up.
Process/Discuss: Is plant growth
different from human growth?
Link: Trophic pyramids (do plants
or animals get more energy from the
sun?)
Homework: Do you, a friend, a
teacher, or a family member have
any experience growing plants?
(Mini interview)

(1)
(2)

Plant Cell Microscope
Check in on plant inquiry
lab/table
(3) Photosynthesis Graphs
Process/Discuss: What is the
process of photosynthesis?
Link: Have plants gained energy
after photosynthesis? If so, what
form?
Homework: Compare and contrast
the plant life in Minneapolis with
another place in the world (perhaps
somewhere else you’ve lived, your
family has lived, or somewhere you
want to travel).

of photosynthesis? (Oxygen and
glucose)
Game: Trashketball
Quiz: Photosynthesis Quiz 1

Time Flex:
Finished early: Choice board
Ran out of time: Only do the first
page of the inquiry lab today, and
then move the procedure and set-up
to new stations for tomorrow, or as a
warm-up for tomorrow.

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time: Cut homework, and
move to tomorrow’s warm-up. Or,
consider having students only do one
or two of the stations, and then
sharing their results with a small
group (mini jigsaw).

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time: Cut Trashketball
review game and/or assign quiz as
take-home quiz. Alternatively, have
students complete some of the
guided notes independently as
homework.

Extension: An Animal With
Chloroplasts

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time: Have leaf cups set
up ahead of time, and only use 1-3
cups to demo for the whole class
(since the set-up of this lab tends to
be the most time-consuming). Also,
start leaf cups right away at the
beginning of class, so students can
track progress while completing
other activities. Quiz can be
assigned as take-home.

Time Flex:
Finished early:Choice board
Ran out of time: Test could be a
take-home project for students to
complete over the weekend. Gimkit
review can also be cut.

Vocabulary
Content vocabulary: photosynthesis, transforms, light energy, chemical energy, store, input, output, reactant, product, transfer,
plants, photosynthesizing organisms, carbon dioxide, water, sugars, oxygen, waste, breaking bonds, environment, chloroplast,
chlorophyll
General vocabulary: Grow, growth, plants, molecules, gasses, input, output, absorb, make, synthesize, float, sink, bubbles
Discourse
I can explain a novel phenomenon using the concepts and vocabulary of photosynthesis verbally in a Flipgrid video.
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Week 4: Mutually Adaptive Learning Paradigm
Table 3. MALP® checklist, adapted from DeCapua et al., 2020, p.135.
G. Accept Conditions for Learning
I am making this lesson/project
immediately relevant to my
students’ lives.
Justification: Students nurture a plant
from a seed, applying unit concepts and
vocabulary to understand its growth (and
subsequently engineer best growing
practices).

I am helping students to develop
and maintain interconnectedness
with each other.
Justification: Students share their
knowledge/experiences of plant
growing/farming with each other, as well
as with family and community members.

H. Combine Processes for Learning
I am incorporating both shared
responsibility and individual
accountability.
Justification: In the trashketball review
game, each student must individually
contribute to support their team. This is
also echoed in the leaf disc lab.

I am scaffolding the written word
through oral interaction.
Justification: Students are evaluated based
on a video-recording of their
understanding of the photosynthetic
process (which necessitates an
understanding of the vocabulary and
concepts that were practiced both in
writing and orally earlier in the week.

I. Focus on New Activities for
Learning
I am developing academic ways of
thinking.
Justification: Students must make an
inference about an unfamiliar
phenomenon (phototropism)using what
they learned about photosynthesis.
I am teaching students how to
engage in decontextualized tasks
to demonstrate mastery.
Justification: Students use a microscope to
understand the underlying structure of
organisms that can’t be seen by the naked
human eye.
I am using familiar language and
content as scaffolds.
Justification: Students are encouraged to
use a familiar language/language of
choice for some activities (e.g. in their
mini interviews). Roots (suffixes and
prefixes) are also explicitly taught.
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Week 4: Day 1
Time and
Sequencing

5 minutes

Activity/Activities

Warm-Up: In a think-pair-share, students will respond to the question: “Why/how
are living things able to grow?” To help stimulate this question, students will have
seeds distributed to their tables. Students will also have access to a pocket folder
to help write/draw their answers.

Materials/
Resources
/Other
needs
Slides,
erasable
pocket
folder

95

3 minutes

Review: Turn and talk,
Thinking back to the previous week, students will discuss which were the main
elements that make up living things (macromolecules).
Then they will do an “Agree/Disagree” with the cartoon figures concerning
conservation of energy. (Review “agree/disagree” sentence frames).

Slides

37 minutes

Central activity: Students will design their own experimental question, and
inquiry lab about what variables affect the growth of plants. Teachers will need to
walk through each step of the lab set-up with students, and ensure that each
student is doing something unique.

Slides, Lab
sheet:
https://doc
s.google.co
m/docume
nt/d/1xhj6
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MIOtiOJP
HjmSowE
aBFaHgF9
Rb74TOM
V_mpdsh_
U/edit?usp
=sharing
A variety
of seeds,
potting
soil, water,
growing
pots,
access to
light,
masking
tape and
Sharpies
(for
labeling
students’
seeds).
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99

100

101

5 minutes

Process/discuss: Students will consider if plant growth differs from human
growth in a think-pair-share.

Slides

102

5 minutes

Homework: Students will conduct a mini interview with somebody in their life
who has experience/knowledge of growing plants/farming. They can record or
summarize their interview on Flipgrid.

Slides,
Flipgrid:
https://flip.
com/15fb7
cc2

Week 4: Day 2
Time and
Sequencing

Activity/Activities

Materials
/Resourc
es/Other
needs
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7 minutes

Warm-up: Students will watch their classmates’ mini interviews posted on Flipgrid
from the previous night’s homework. They will then respond to at least two
classmate’s videos in video form.

Slides,
Flipgrid:
https://flip
.com/15fb
7cc2

3 minutes

Review: Turn-and-talk, students will respond to the question, why are plants called Slides
“autotrophs” or “producers”?
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35 minutes
(with
explanation)
.

Central activity: Station Activities
Teacher will review station activity expectations and confirm the direction of
rotation. Students will move in small groups, but each will be responsible for
completing and submitting their own responses on the slides. Each station will be
about 10 minutes.

Slides,
Stations
Slides:
https://do
cs.google.
com/prese
ntation/d/
1Knu4x1e
i5ZwFK4
uQMJQaq
1pwUibJj
yzVLgaE
QN7HGz
o/edit?usp
=sharing
Station 1
worksheet
:
https://do
cs.google.
com/prese
ntation/d/
1ZM7YP
onOCpEp
dA3Fw1l
n7qy__hp
yOxlDeH
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Nzs1tmJt
A/edit?us
p=sharing

Station 3
Jamboard:
https://ja
mboard.g
oogle.co
m/d/1CitZ
Ux8AcQj
oThHceC
O1xod38t
WlkElOb
LFzQKJD
MRM/edi
t?usp=sha
ring
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5 minutes

Process/Discuss: Students draw a picture of their prediction of the photosynthesis
equation in a think-pair-share format using their erasable pocket folders.

Slides,
erasable
pocket
folder, dry
erase
marker

5 minutes

Homework: On the shared Jamboard Venn diagram, students will compare and
contrast the plant life in Minneapolis with the plant life somewhere else in the
world (perhaps in home country, somewhere they’ve traveled, or somewhere they
want to travel).

Slides,
Jamboard:
https://ja
mboard.g
oogle.co
m/d/1utU
FScUz2X
afRAvN2
VWiMhY
EmT6hP
Nj4zzs-dP
KsidA/edi
t?usp=sha
ring
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Week 4: Day 3
Time and
Sequencing

5 minutes

Activity/Activities

Warm-Up: Based on the Jamboard Venn diagram students completed for
homework the previous night, they discuss why plant life is different in different
places on Earth using Think-pair-share with a partner.

Materials/
Resources/
Other
needs
Slides,
Jamboard:
https://jam
board.goog
le.com/d/1u
tUFScUz2
XafRAvN2
VWiMhYE
mT6hPNj4
zzs-dPKsid
A/edit?usp
=sharing
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3 minutes

Review: In a turn-and-talk, students will try to mathematically balance the
equation for photosynthesis.

Slides

32 minutes

Central activity: Guided notes
As teacher projects notes, students will fill in their guided note sheets. Some of
the answers are given in the notes, others the teacher and student will construct
together over the course of the lecture.

Slides,
Guided
note
template:
https://docs
.google.co
m/presentat
ion/d/1CPS
rC0WeYTb
T_-QBBiB
0KKVqee
wUbJ8D4y
s3oVkFGL
c/edit?usp=
sharing
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111

112
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3 minutes

Process/discuss: In a think-pair-share, students discuss what happens to the
products of photosynthesis. Optional, use an erasable pocket folder to illustrate
response.

Slides,
erasable
pocket
folder, dry
erase
marker

5 minutes

Game: Students will play a game of trashketball to review. The class will be
divided into two teams. The first team to shout out a correct answer first gets one
point, and the opportunity for a second point if they score a basket.

Trash can,
crumpled
paper trash

7 minutes

Quiz: Students will complete a quiz on Google Forms to review their mastery of
photosynthesis vocabulary and concepts.

Slides,
Google
Forms
Quiz:
https://docs
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.google.co
m/forms/d/
e/1FAIpQL
SdKbUj2e
HTO5cYkh
rYDQzK5
VkcykOI3t
JlzaCebI5J
Z8lhBvw/v
iewform?us
p=sf_link

Week 4: Day 4
Time and
Sequencing

5 minutes

Activity/Activities

Warm-Up: Students will check-in on their plant inquiry lab, and make
measurements, conduct maintenance as needed.

Materials/
Resources
/
Other
needs
Slides,
Plant
Inquiry
Lab plants
and
materials
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5 minutes

Review: With a partner, students will illustrate the process of photosynthesis as
best as they can from memory using their erasable pocket folders.

Slides,
erasable
pocket
folders,
dry erase
markers

40 minutes

Central Activity Leaf Disc Lab: Teacher will first explain the difference between
“floating” and “sinking”. Then the teacher will project the Leaf Disc Lab handout,
and demo while the students do their own leaves.

Slides,
Lab:
https://doc
s.google.co
m/docume
nt/d/1nAru
PPoi-1eKg
hQOApBJ
H6gDyaH
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gjbtam-rp
HEnTOps/
edit?usp=s
haring
Spinach leafs
Single-hole
punch
Syringe
Dish soap
Aluminum
foil
Strong light
source
Clear plastic
cups
Timer
Adapted from
Williamson, B.
(2019,
September 2.)
“The Floating
Disk Assay to
Study
Photosynthesis–
an Update.”
Wandering
through Prairie
Wonders.
https://www.bra
dwilliamson.net/
the-floating-disk
-assay-to-studyphotosynthesis-a
n-update/.
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5 minutes

Quiz: Students will label the tree diagram with the given vocabulary and concepts
about photosynthesis on paper.

Slides,
paper quiz
link:
https://doc
s.google.co
m/forms/d/
e/1FAIpQ
LSdKbUj2
eHTO5cY
khrYDQz
K5Vkcyk
OI3tJlzaCe
bI5JZ8lhB
vw/viewfo
rm?usp=sf
_link
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Week 4: Day 4
Time and
Sequencing

5 minutes

Activity/Activities

Materials/
Resources
/
Other
needs

Warm-Up: Students will check-in on their plant inquiry lab, and make
measurements, conduct maintenance as needed.
Then they will do a turn-and-talk to discuss how their specific experiment is
connected to the process of photosynthesis, using drawings on the erasable pocket
folder to help guide their explanations.

Slides,
erasable
pocket
folder, dry
erase
marker,
Plant
Inquiry
Lab
Materials
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5 minutes

Review: Turn and talk. Write out the process of photosynthesis on the erasable
pocket folder. Label and narrate (orally) with all vocab you can remember.

Slides,
erasable
pocket
folder, dry
erase
marker

20 minutes

Central activity: Photosynthesis Flipgrid Short Test
Students will watch a gif/video clip of a (probably) unfamiliar plant phenomenon
(phototropism). In a FlipGrid, they will explain what they are seeing using the
vocabulary and concepts of photosynthesis.

Slides,
Flipgrid:
https://flip.
com/b0b1
bacb
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